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ABSTRACT: The crystal structure of a modification (Form II) of poly(j3-propiolactone) 
was examined by X-ray diffraction. This modification shows a unique X-ray fiber pattern, 
i.e., discrete reflections on the equatorial line and continuous scatterings on each layer 
line, which is characteristic of a longitudinal disordered crystal structure. Conventional 
cell dimensions are a'=7.73, b'=4.48, c(fiber axis)=4.77A, and r'=90°. The unit cell 
contains two planar zigzag chains. The molecular chains pack side-by-side in a regular 
fashion forming a sheet structure parallel to the a'c plane. However, the mutual levels 
of the chains along the fiber axis are irregular, i.e., the crystal of Form II is in a 
paracrystalline state. 
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The crystal structures of several lower member 
polyesters of the type [-O-(CH2)z-O-CO
(CH2)y-CO-],. and [ -(CH2)z-CO-O-],. and 
of their derivatives have been revealed in our 
laboratory: polyethylene oxalate, 1 polyethylene 
succinate, 1 polytetramethylene succinate, 2 poly
glicolide, 3 poly(,B-hydroxybutylate), 4 and poly(,B
ethyl-,8-propiolactone). 5 These lower member 
polyesters are interesting from the viewpoint of 
molecular and crystal structures, because their 
structures are quite different from higher member 
polyesters6 ' 7 which have essentially polyethylene
like molecular andjor crystal structures. Poly(,B
propiolactone), the second member of the series 
[ -(CH2).-CO-O-]n, has three crystalline 
modifications (in addition to the two modifica
tions reported by Okamura, et al., 8 the third one 
has been found by us9). One of these modifi
cations shows a unique X-ray fiber pattern, i.e., 
discrete reflections on the equatorial line and 
diffuse continuous scatterings on the layer lines. 
This modification has been called Form II. 
Wasai, et at. / 0 called this modification ,8-form 
and proposed a planar zigzag chain structure 
for the molecular conformation in this modifi-
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cation on the basis of the observed fiber period. 
They also speculated on a disordered packing of 
the molecular chains in the crystal lattice with 
random displacement along the fiber axis. The 
present paper deals with the crystal structure of 
Form II in more detail. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Samples 
Two differently originated samples were used 

in the present study. One was prepared by 
polymerization of ,8-propiolactone with an ionic 
catalyst, and the other was prepared by r-irradi
ated solid-state polymerization of ,8-propiolactone. 
Uniaxially oriented samples of Form II were 
obtained by slow cooling of molten samples 
followed by cold drawing to about five times its 
original length. Poly(,B-propiolactone) obtained 
by the solid-state polymerization of a large 
single crystal of ,8-propiolactone gave directly a 
well oriented X-ray fiber pattern of Form II as 
shown in Figure 1. The present study was 
therefore carried out mainly with the latter 
sample. 

X-Ray Measurement 
X-ray diffraction patterns were taken with 
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Figure 1. X-ray fiber photograph of Form II of 
poly(p-propiolactone) which is as-polymerized by 
the solid-state polymerization. 

nickel-filtered CuKa radiation. In order to 
examine whether continuous scatterings on the 
equatorial line exist or not, the CuKa radiation 

Figure 2. Weissenberg photograph of Form II of 
poly(p-propiolactone). 
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monochromatized with a LiP single crystal was 
also used; no continuous scatterings were ob
served in this photograph. The intensities of 
equatorial reflections were measured by a single 
crystal diffractometer in addition to visual esti
mation from the photographs. The scattering 
intensities of the layer lines were measured by a 
microdensitometer for Weissenberg photographs 
which were taken by oscillating the uniaxial 
sample about an axis perpendicular to the fiber 
axis (Figure 2). 

STRUCTURE DETERMINATION 

The characteristic feature of the X-ray fiber 
pattern of Form II is discrete reflections on the 
equatorial line and streaks on every layer line. 
This feature could be explained by a disordered 
crystal structure in which the molecular chains 
themselves have a periodic conformation and 
also in which the packing of the chains in the 
lateral direction with respect to the fiber axis is 
periodic, while the mutual levels of the chains 
in the fiber direction are irregular. 

In order to explain the intensity distribution 
of the X-ray fiber pattern for the disordered 
structure mentioned above, an intensity formula 
was introduced. If the chains align in the c 
direction, the intensity at a position S (/Si = 
2 sin ()jJ.) in the reciprocal space is given as 
follows (see Appendix): 

/(S)=[I.L: F m(S)/2 sin2. n;-r1s1a nN2s2b 
m Sln ns1a Sln ns2b 

sin2 nN3sac N N " IF (S)/2 
X ( )2 + I 2 LJ m 

7rSaC m 

( 1 ) 

where F m(S) is the structure factor of the chain 
of mth state. N1 , N 2 , and Na are the number 
of repeats along the a, b, and c axes, respec
tively, and s1 , s2 , and sa are the components of 
S to the three reciprocal axes. This formula 
assumes that the diffraction intensities are negli
gible when sac=Fl (!; any integer), i.e., intensities 
distribute only on layers and, in the first term 
of right side of eq 1, s1a=h and s2b=k (hand k; 
integer) when N1 and N2 are large. Therefore, 
eq 1 becomes 
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I(S)=N12N 22N 32 I"E, Fm(hkOW 

and 

I(S)=N1N 2N3
2 L, !Fm(S1S2 l)i 2 

for 1=0 ( 2) 

for l=FO ( 3) 

Equations 2 and 3 indicate that the equatorial 
reflections are discrete, while the reflections on 
the layer lines are continuous. 

As the sample used for the intensity measure
ment was uniaxially oriented, in order to make 
correspondence to the observed intensities it is 
necessary to average the calculated intensities 
over the azimuthal angle Iff about the c axis. 
Using cylindrical coordinates (R, Iff, lfc) in the 
reciprocal space (!Si 2 =(R2 +12jc2/ 12), and ignoring 
constants, the cylindrically averaged intensity of 
the layer line I is expressed as follows: 

<I(S))w=l(R, lfc)=- L, IF m(R, Iff, lfc)l 2d1Jf 1 
2rr m o 

( 4) 

As the integration in eq 4 is independent of m, 
eq 4 is given b/ 

l(R, If c)= ITI 2 = L, L, fJfFJo(2rrRrJi') 
j j' 

xexp [2rril(z1-z1,)jc] ( 5) 

r;1,=(x1-x1,)2 +(y1-y1,)2 ( 6) 

T is the so-called "molecular transform". J0 is 
a Bessel function of zero order, and J1 and 
(x1, y1, z1) are the atomic scattering factor and 
atomic coordinates of the jth atom, respectively. 
The summation in eq 5 is taken for all atom 
pairs in the repeating unit. The calculated in
tensities are then multiplied by an anisotropic 
thermal factor exp { -MBrR2 +Bl(lfc)2 ]), where Br 
and B1 are the thermal coefficients in the direc
tions perpendicular and parallel to the c axis, 
respectively. 

The identity period along the fiber axis was 
found to be 4.77A from the interval of the layer 
lines. From the equatorial reflections, an or
thogonal cell having the cell dimensions of a'= 
7.73, b' =4.48A, and / =90° was conventionally 
determined. The c dimension of 4.77A indicates 
that the molecular conformation of Form II is 
essentially planar zigzag. The observed density 
measured by the flotation method was 1.38 gjcm3 • 

Therefore, two molecular chains pass through 
the unit cell: the calculated density of 1.43 gjcm3 
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is reasonable compared with the observed value. 
Since the reflections on the layer lines are not 

spotty and a few equatorial reflections are super
imposed with reflections of different indicies, 
neither the space group nor the plane group 
could be decided uniquely. Trial and error 
procedures using the equatorial reflections were 
therefore adopted to determine the molecular 
arrangement projected on to the a' b' plane. A 

Table I. Fractional atomic coordinates• 

Atom X y z 

C(l) 0.238 0.250 0.000 
C(2) 0.236 0.250 0.478 
C(3) 0.351 0.250 0.738 
0(1) 0.341 0.250 0.233 
0(2) 0.078 0.250 0.000 
H(1) 0.155 0.052 0.478 
H(2) 0.155 0.448 0.478 
H(3) 0.432 0.052 0.738 
H(4) 0.432 0.448 0.738 

• The x and y coordinates of the second molecular 
chain in the unit cell are given by 1-x and i+Y· 
The z coordinates are tentative values as described 
in the text. 

Table II. Comparison between observed and 
calculated spacings and structure 

factors of hkO reflections 

h k l do, A de, A vfT;• F 

1 0 0 7.73 0.8 
1 1 0} 3.88 3.88 80 80 {38.3 
2 0 0 3.87 15.6 
2 1 0 2.92 2.93 14 9 4.4 
3 0 0 2.58 2.58 13 13 9.2 
0 2 0} 2.25 2.24 24 33 {23.2 
3 1 0 2.23 1.2 
1 2 0 2.15 0.7 
2 2 0} 1.93 1.94 16 13 {6.2 
4 0 0 1.93 2.4 
4 1 0 1.77 12 6.2 
3 2 0 1.67 1.69 12 10 5.2 
50 0 1.55 vvw 2 1.2 

1 3 0} 1.47 (6 420 1.46 1.46 12 13 0.7 
5 1 0 1.46 0.4 
2 3 0 1.39 2 0.9 
3 3 0 1.29 0 0.0 
6 0 0 1.29 0.9 
52 0 1.27 0.8 

• vI= vi; m;F;z; m, multiplicity of reflection. 
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good agreement between observed and calculated 
intensities for the hkO reflections was achieved 
when the plane group pg and the atomic co
ordinates listed in Table I were adopted. A 
comparison between the observed and calculated 
intensities for the hkO reflections is given in 
Table II. For the layer lines, the calculation 
of eq 5 was carried out by using the atomic 
coordinates in Table I, where z coordinates were 
obtained from an assumption that the planar 

T 

l 
Figure 3. Dimensions of molecular chain in Form 
II of poly(p-propiolactone). 

1=5 

1=4 

0 o.z 0·4 o.s 
R(A-1) 

Figure 4. Comparison between observed and cal
culated structure factors I Tl for layer lines. Solid 
lines are calculated values and points are observed 
ones. The observed values are corrected for po
larization factor. 
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chain of poly(p-propiolactone) has the molecular 
dimensions as shown in Figure 3. The observed 
and calculated structure factor 1 Tl is shown in 
Figure 4. In the structure factor calculation, 
thermal coefficients of Br= 10A2 and B1= 1.5A2 

were used. The intensities of the 1st, 2nd, and 
4th layer lines are strong, while those of the 3rd 
and 5th layer lines are weak. Viewing the in
tensity distribution on each layer line, the maxi
mum intensity appears at the meridian (R=O) on 
the 1st and 4th layer lines, while on the 2nd layer 
line the intensity is minimum at the meridian. 
As a whole, the calculated intensities are in good 
agreement with the observed ones, though the 
observed values are somewhat scattered. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The molecular arrangement viewed along the 
fiber axis is illustrated in Figure 5. The mo
lecular chains are arranged side-by-side in a 
regular fashion. The chains are arranged in a 
manner such that the zigzag planes of the main 
chains are parallel to the a' c plane forming a 
sheet structure. In one sheet the C=O groups 
of every chain orient in one direction (a or -a 
direction), and in the neighboring sheet the 
chains orient oppositely. However, the chains 
are random in their levels in the fiber direction 
as shown schematically in Figure 6. It may be 

o_ 
II ..... 
..... 
w 
l> 

b'=4·48A 

Figure 5. Molecular arrangement in Form II ot 
poly(p-propiolactone) viewed along the fiber axis. 
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of molecular 
arrangement along the fiber axis. Lines represent 
molecular chains, and circles indicate carbonyl 
groups. 

said that Form II is in a typical paracrystalline 
state. In spite of the paracrystalline nature, 
Form II seems to be very stable; Form II did 
not transform into other crystalline modifications 
even if it was annealed at near the melting point. 

Following the paracrystal theory, 11 the lattice 
factor for the present disordered structure can 
be expressed as follows; 

Z(hkl) 

X l+exp ( exp ( cos 2rrk 

( 7) 

In this expression, h and k are not always inte
gers but any values, and g13 and g23 are the 
matrix elements of relative fluctuation of the 
lattice vectors a' and b' in the c direction. It 
can be shown that the intensity distributions on 
the layer lines are smooth when g13 and g23 are 
greater than about 0.35. However, it is difficult 
to argue the detail on the anisotropic feature of 
the disorder along the a axis (g13) and the b axis 
(g23 ) from the uniaxially oriented fiber pattern. 

From consideration of the molecular structure 
and the molecular packing, such a disorder should 
be attributed to existence of some stable sites 
about the chain level in the fiber direction. The 
molecular chain has two senses with respect to 
the chain direction, that is, up and down. 
Therefore it is a possibility that chains with up 
and down senses locate at one site. The detail 
of the disorder in Form II and the structures 
of other modifications will be revealed in the 
near future. 

Small angle X-ray diffraction patterns of fibrous 
Form II samples prepared by the ionic polymer
ization and the solid state polymerization are 
shown in Figure 7. A melt-cold drawn sample 
obtained by the ionic polymerization gave a 

Figure 7. Small-angle X-ray photographs of Form II of (a), melt-cold 
drawn sample; (b), as-polymerized sample by the solid-state polymerization. 
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meridional reflection with a long spacing of 76A, 
according to Bragg's law, along the fiber axis. 
It is interesting that such a long periodic struc
ture exists in the disordered state which might 
reflect a lamellar structure. On the other hand, 
no meridional reflection was observed in the as
polymerized sample obtained by the solid state 
polymerization. Since it is likely that the poly
merization and crystallization of polymer in the 
solid state polymerization take place under a 
restricted environment, it is not surprising that 
the fine structure of the as-polymerized polymer 
is different from that of the melt or solution
grown crystallized polymer. Similar behavior 
was found in the case of solid state polymeri
zation of the cyclic oligomers of formaldehyde12 

and the canal polymerization of 2,3-dimethylbu
tadiene and 2,3-dichlorobutadiene in the thiourea 
adducts. 13 

The melting point of the as-polymerized poly
mer formed by the solid state polymerization 
was 120°C, while that of the melt-cold drawn 
polymer obtained by the ionic polymerization 
was 80-81 oc. If the as-polymerized polymer 
was subjected once to a melt-cold drawing 
treatment, the melting point dropped to 82°C. 
Therefore, this behavior also supports the as
sumption that the as-polymerized polymer is 
different from the melt-cold drawn sample in 
fine structure. 
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APPENDIX 

The intensity formula for X-ray diffraction by 
matter having a two dimensional lattice imper
fection with no correlation between cells is 
written in the form, 14 

/(S)= :N3s3c [i(F(S))J2 :N1s1a 
sin n:s3c Sin n:s1a 

X :N2s2b +NtN2{(iF(S)J2)-J(F(S))J2} J 
sm n:s2b 

(Al) 
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where < > means average. N 1 , N 2 , and N3 are 
the number of repeats along the a, b, and c 
axes, respectively, and s1 , s2, and s3 are the 
components of the reciprocal lattice vector S. 
When the imperfection is restricted to the mu
tual level of molecular chains in the c direction, 
the structure factor is given by 

F(S)= L, F m(S) exp (A2) 
m 

where F m(S) is the structure factor of the mth 
chain and is the standard z coordinate of 
the mth chain. 

If random displacement of the chains along 
the c axis is assumed, 

(F(S))= L, F m(S) (c exp (A3) 
m Jo 

and 

(!F(S)/ 2)= L, L, F m(S)F!.(S) 
mm' 

• 1 1 
X exp [2ms3(Zm-Zm•)]--' --

o 0 c c 

Equations A3 and A4 become for s3=0 

(!F(S)/ 2)=/'L, Fm(S)/ 2 

m 

. 2 

sm n:s3c / L, F ,.(S)/2 
(n:saC)2 m 

+ { 1 sin2 } L, IF ,.(SW 
(nsac) m 

(A4) 

(AS a) 

(A5b) 

(A6a) 

(A6b) 

Here on substituting s3=0, eq A6a and A6b are 
reduced to eq A5a and A5b, respectively. There
fore, the intensity formula is expressed by eq 
A7. 

/(S)=[lz:. FmCSW :N1s1a :N2s2b 
m Sill n:sla Sill n:s2b 

• 2 

X sm n:s;c +NtN2 L, JFm(S)/2 
(n:SaC) m 

X { 1_ sin2 n:s;c }]-s_in-:-. 2_,:,N_3,_s_,_3c_ 
(n:s3c) sm n:s3c 

(A7) 
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